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Customer:

City of London - Smithfield Market

Project:
To reduce electricity usage from external lighting while
maintaining light levels.

Smithfield Market in the City of London is the only
wholesale Market still on its original site within the Square
Mile. Livestock and meat have been traded on the site for
over 1000 years. The Market Buildings were completed in
1868, separated by the Grand Avenue, a wide roadway
roofed by an elliptical arch with decorations in cast iron.
The buildings are of national importance and are Grade II
listed.
The Project
In 2011, the City of London launched a project to replace the lighting around the outside of the
Market, where deliveries are made and in the Grand Avenue, which runs through the centre of
the Market. As deliveries are made at night, it was
essential that the new lighting should provide proper
The
illumination for safe working in all conditions.
existing metal halide and SON lamps were not energy
efficient so the project turned to LED lighting as a
suitable replacement.
Multiple trials from various
suppliers were conducted over several months, with
different LED floods and high bays. Besides the project’s
technical requirements, the Grand Avenue’s architecture
called for lamps that would blend in with its aesthetic
appearance as well as highlighting its features.
The Solution
In 2013, Ideal Lights were chosen to supply 90 x 80W LED Floods for the exterior lighting and
26 x 150W High Bays with prismatic shrouds for the Grand Avenue. The lamps were installed
during the autumn and the result was a dramatic improvement in light levels and the nighttime working environment.
Bob Course at the City of London’s Operations Group,
who led the project from the start, commented:
“The staff, wholesalers and customers who use the
Market every night are delighted with the new lighting –
it’s brighter and far more welcoming than the old lamps
they’ve replaced. We’ve also been impressed by Ideal
Lights’ commitment to finding the best, most costeffective solution and their dedication to working closely
with our team through each stage of the project”.
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